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The self-averaging behavior of interacting many-body quantum systems has been mostly studied
at equilibrium. The present work addresses what happens out of equilibrium, as the increase of the
strength of onsite disorder takes the system to the localized phase. We consider two local and two
non-local quantities of great experimental and theoretical interest. In the delocalized phase, self-
averaging depends on the observable and on the time scale, but the picture simplifies substantially
when localization is reached. In the localized phase, the local observables become self-averaging
at all times, while the non-local quantities are throughout non-self-averaging. These behaviors are
explained and scaling analysis are provided using the ℓ-bits model and a toy model.
I. INTRODUCTION
A central question in studies of disordered systems is
whether self-averaging holds or not [1]. A quantity is self-
averaging when the ratio between its variance over dis-
order realizations and the square of its average decreases
with system size [2–10]. This implies that the number of
samples used in an experiment or statistical analyses can
be reduced as the system size increases. It also means
that in the thermodynamic limit, the quantity’s behav-
ior does not depend on the particular disorder realization
used. If self-averaging does not hold, averages over large
sets of random realizations are needed no matter how
large the system is.
The analysis of self-averaging is commonly done in as-
sociation with studies of normal and anomalous diffu-
sion [11–14] and transitions into the spin-glass state [5,
15, 16]. Various quantities have been investigated, from
susceptibility, specific heat, conductance, and free en-
ergy to entanglement entropy. At critical points, self-
averaging is usually absent [2–9, 17–19].
The present work focuses on the self-averaging prop-
erties of interacting many-body quantum systems with
onsite disorder. In one-dimension, these systems ex-
hibit two regimes, a delocalized phase when the disorder
strength is smaller than the interaction strength and a
localized phase reached when the disorder strength ex-
ceeds a critical point [20–24]. The phenomenon of many-
body localization has been intensely examined, but sev-
eral questions remain open, including the exact value of
the critical point [25].
In the delocalized phase where the system is chaotic,
the spectrum shows level statistics as in full random
matrices. In this phase, one often assumes that self-
averaging holds, so as the system size increases, one re-
duces the number of disorder realizations used in numeri-
cal simulations. More care is usually taken in the vicinity
of the transition to the localized phase, for which several
discussions exist about the lack of self-averaging [26–29].
Most of these works address self-averaging behavior at
equilibrium. The few papers that target self-averaging
properties out of equilibrium include studies about spin-
spin correlations [30], reduced density matrices of embed-
ded quantum systems [31], and driven systems [10, 32].
There are also studies about the lack of self-averaging
of the two-level form factor [33–36], which is not an ac-
tual dynamical quantity, but an alternative to analyze
spectral properties in the time domain
When we first approached the subject of self-averaging,
our goal was to analyze what happens to the self-
averaging behavior of interacting many-body quantum
systems out of equilibrium. The plan was to investigate
how the behavior of different quantities and at different
disorder strengths might depend on the time scales. To
our surprise, we found analytically and confirmed numer-
ically that even in the chaotic regime, some quantities
are non-self-averaging. Our first paper was then entirely
dedicated to the chaotic regime [37], using for this a fixed
value of the disorder strength.
We now come back to our original goal and investigate
the self-averaging properties of an interacting spin model
out of equilibrium as the disorder strength increases and
the system approaches a many-body localized phase. We
consider four quantities that have been extensively stud-
ied in nonequilibrium quantum dynamics: survival prob-
ability, inverse participation ratio, spin autocorrelation
function, and connected spin-spin correlation function.
The first two are non-local quantities in real space and
the last two are local observables. The spin autocorrela-
tion function is equivalent to the density imbalance used
in experiments with cold atoms [38] and the connected
spin-spin correlation function is measured in experiments
with ion traps [39].
In the chaotic regime, the results are non-trivial and
highly dependent on the quantity and time scale [37].
2The same quantity may be non-self-averaging at short
times, but self-averaging at long times, or vice versa.
As the disorder strength increases and the system ap-
proaches localization, the crossing point for the opposing
behaviors gets postponed to ever longer times. In the lo-
calized phase, the general picture becomes rather simple:
the local quantities are self-averaging at any time scale
and the non-local quantities are non-self-averaging at all
times.
We present numerical results and justifications for the
changes that take place in the self-averaging behavior as
the disorder strength grows. For the many-body localized
phase, we use the ℓ-bits model to show that the relative
variances of the local observables are proportional to the
reciprocal of the system size. This effective model rep-
resents a mapping of the interacting many-body system
into an integrable system with an extensive number of
integrals of motion [40–43]. We also employ a toy model
to explain why the relative variance of the global quan-
tities grow exponentially with system size. Both models
allow us to access system sizes much larger than those
reachable with the exact diagonalization of the original
spin Hamiltonian.
The paper is organized as follows. Self-averaging is de-
fined in Sec. II, where we present also the Hamiltonian,
initial states, observables, ℓ-bits model, and toy model.
The next four sections, Secs. III, IV, V, and VI, are then
dedicated to the dependence of the relative variance of
the four quantities considered on the disorder strength
and on time. The first paragraph in each one of these sec-
tions summarizes the main findings. A reader interested
only in the results for the many-body localized phase
and the scaling analysis obtained with the ℓ-bits model
may skip directly to Sec. VII. Conclusions are given in
Sec. VIII.
II. SELF-AVERAGING, MODEL, AND
OBSERVABLES
This section defines self-averaging and the quantities
and spin Hamiltonian studied. It also presents the mod-
els used to describe the localized phase, the ℓ-bits and a
toy model.
A. Self-Averaging
A quantity O is self-averaging when its relative vari-
ance, which corresponds to the ratio between its variance
σ2O over disorder realizations and the square of its mean,
that is,
RO(t) = σ
2
O(t)
〈O(t)〉2 =
〈
O2(t)
〉 − 〈O(t)〉2
〈O(t)〉2 , (1)
goes to zero as the system size L increases. The notation
〈.〉 in the equation above indicates average over disorder
realizations, and in our case, it includes also average over
initial states. These states are taken in a very narrow
window of energy around the center of the spectrum. The
decrease of the relative variance with L implies that in the
thermodynamic limit, the sample to sample fluctuations
vanish.
Strong self-averaging refers to the case where RO(t) ∼
L−1, and weak self-averaging means that RO(t) ∼ L−ν
with 0 < ν < 1. In many-body quantum systems, where
the initial state can eventually spread over an exponen-
tially large many-body Hilbert space, one can also en-
counter what we call “super” self-averaging, when the
relative variance decreases exponentially with the system
size [37].
The question addressed by the standard definition of
self-averaging in Eq. (1) is whether the variance of the
quantity O goes to zero faster than 〈O(t)〉2. The square
of the mean value serves as a reference to determine
whether the variance is large or small. If the mean value
is exactly zero, independently of the system size, then
the analysis of self-averaging should be done based on
the value of the variance only, not the ratio. In our case,
none of the quantities considered have mean zero, but
they might approach zero at long times as the system
size increases, so Eq. (1) is the proper measure to use.
We emphasize that self-averaging is a concept intrin-
sically related with the presence of randomness in the
Hamiltonian. The relative variance, RO(t), that we
study here involves averages over disorder realizations.
This is different from relative variances involving tempo-
ral averages,
TO = O
2 −O2
O
2 , (2)
where
O = lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
O(t)dt. (3)
While RO(t) depends on time, TO, is time independent
and may be obtained for a single realization. TO has
been employed in studies of equilibration and thermal-
ization [44–49], and also many-body localization [43, 50].
Equilibration happens after the relaxation time tR,
when the dynamics finally saturates and the observable
simply fluctuates around its infinite time average O [44–
49, 51]. At this large time scales, t > tR, one may expect
RO(t) at a fixed t to coincide with TO when the sys-
tem is chaotic, due to ergodicity. Whether a relationship
between RO(t > tR) and TO might exist also for larger
disorder strengths is a question worth investigation.
B. Hamiltonian and Initial State
We study a one-dimensional spin-1/2 model with local
two-body interactions and onsite disorder. The Hamilto-
3nian is given by
H = Hh +HXXZ, (4)
where
Hh = J
L∑
k=1
hkS
z
k ,
HXXZ = J
L∑
k=1
(SxkS
x
k+1 + S
y
kS
y
k+1 +∆S
z
kS
z
k+1). (5)
Above, ~ = 1, Sx,y,zk are the spin operators on site k, L
is the size of the chain, which has periodic conditions, ∆
is the interaction strength and J sets the energy scale.
We fix ∆ = 1, unless otherwise stated. The Zeeman
splitting on each site is Jhk, where hk are independent
random numbers uniformly distributed in [−h, h] and h is
the disorder strength. The total magnetization in the z-
direction is conserved. We work in the largest subspace,
which has zero total z-magnetization and dimension D =
L!/(L/2)!2 ∼
√
2/π(2L/
√
L).
The model is integrable when h = 0. It becomes
chaotic for 0 < h . 1, due to the interplay between dis-
order and the Ising interaction SzkS
z
k+1. It approaches a
many-body localized phase as h increases [20, 22–24, 52–
55], which happens when the disorder is larger than a
critical value, h > hc ∼ 4 [25, 53, 55].
We denote the eigenstates of Hh by |n〉 and the eigen-
states and eigenvalues of H by |α〉 and Eα, respectively.
The initial state |Ψ(0)〉 that we choose is an eigenstate of
Hh with energy very close to the center of the spectrum,
E0 = 〈Ψ(0)|H |Ψ(0)〉 =
∑
α
∣∣c0α∣∣2Eα ∼ 0, (6)
where c0α = 〈α|Ψ(0)〉.
In our plots, we perform averages over 0.01D initial
states with E0 ∼ 0 and 104/(0.01D) disorder realizations,
so that the total amount of data is 104.
C. ℓ-bits Model
Dephasing and dissipation are nonexistent in the lo-
calized phase of non-interacting systems, but in interact-
ing systems, dephasing is present and responsible for the
logarithmic growth of the entanglement entropy [56, 57].
Just as in the non-interacting case, all eigenstates are still
localized and defined through a set of (almost) local inte-
grals of motion {~τk}. The corresponding operators {~τk}
are adiabatically connected to the original spin operators
{~σk} through a sequence of quasi-local unitary transfor-
mations [40, 41, 58] and are referred to as pseudospins
or ℓ-bits. The interaction couples the integrals of mo-
tion, giving rise to the dephasing mechanism responsible
for the entanglement growth and quantum information
propagation [43, 56, 57].
The Hamiltonian of the ℓ-bits model describes the in-
teracting system in the many-body localized phase and
is given by
Hℓ−bits =
∑
k
J (1)k τzk +
∑
k,l
J (2)k,l τzk τzl + . . . , (7)
where J (1)k is associated with the random fields and the
coupling parameters J (n≥2)k,l fall off exponentially with
the distance between the sites. Building the integrals
of motion of this Hamiltonian is not trivial. To circum-
vent the difficulties, an efficient method was proposed
in Ref. [43]. The basic idea is to resort to the limit of
weak interaction and strong disorder, where the higher
order terms of Hℓ−bits can be neglected and the integrals
of motion of the non-interacting limit can be used. We
summarize the main steps below, but for more details,
see Ref. [43].
Using the Jordan-Wigner transformation, the Hamilto-
nian H in Eq. (4) can be rewritten in terms of interacting
spinless fermions
H =
J
2
L∑
k=1
(
c†k+1ck + c
†
kck+1 + 2hkn˜k
)
+J∆
L∑
k
n˜kn˜k+1,
(8)
where c†k (ck) is the creation (annihilation) fermionic op-
erator at site k and n˜k = c
†
kc
†
k − 12 . In the weakly in-
teracting limit (∆/h ≪ 1), as a first approximation, the
integrals of motion can be approximated by those of the
non-interacting case. Recall that for ∆ = 0, the system
is Anderson localized and its exact integrals of motion
are given by a†kak, where a
†
k(ak) is the creation (annihi-
lation) operator for a single-particle Anderson eigenstate
φk with eigenvalue ǫk. Thus, we obtain the following
effective ℓ-bits Hamiltonian,
Heff = J
∑
k
ǫka
†
kak + J
∑
l,k
Sl,ka
†
lala
†
kak, (9)
where Sl,k = J∆
∑
x[|φl(x)|2|φk(x + 1)|2 − φl(x)φl(x +
1)φk(x)φk(x+1)]. Since the single-particle wavefunctions
are localized, we have Sl,k ∼ e−d(l,k)/ξ, where d(l, k) is
the distance between the centers of localization of φl and
φk and ξ is the localization length.
The strength of this approach relies on its efficiency,
since the dynamics can be computed using free-fermion
techniques. The computational resources to compute the
time evolution of local observables or correlation func-
tions scale only polynomially with L [43, 59, 60]. Fur-
thermore, in the limit of weak interactions, this method
does not give just a qualitative description of the dynam-
ics, but also a quantitative one, meaning that the relative
error with respect to the exact dynamics is bounded in
time [43, 60].
4D. Toy Model
The onset of many-body localization was formally,
under some mild assumptions about the energy spec-
tral statistics, shown for the following Hamiltonian [58],
H = J
∑L
k=1 hkS
z
k + J
∑L
k=1 ξkS
x
k + J
∑L
k=1 jkS
z
kS
z
k+1,
where hk, ξk and jk are random variables, that is the
model has random field, random transverse field, and
random interactions. This model was also employed re-
cently in discussions about the existence of the localized
phase in [61]. Localization for this Hamiltonian becomes
trivial when jk = 0, in which case a tensor product basis
of eigenstates can be constructed. We use this limit with
ξk = 1,
Htoy = J
L∑
k=1
hkS
z
k + J
L∑
k=1
Sxk , (10)
as a toy model for the analysis of our results in the lo-
calized phase. This is partially similar to assuming that
J (2)k,l = 0 in Eq. (7) and it is particularly convenient for
studying the global quantities. Both Heff and Htoy are
employed in Sec. VII, which is dedicated to the localized
phase.
E. Quantities
We investigate the self-averaging behavior of two non-
local quantities in real space, the survival probability and
the inverse participation ratio, and two local experimen-
tal observables, the spin autocorrelation function and the
connected spin-spin correlation function.
1. Survival Probability
The survival probability gives the probability to find
the initial state later in time,
PS(t) =
∣∣〈Ψ(0)| e−iHt |Ψ(0)〉∣∣2 =
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
α
∣∣c0α∣∣2 e−iEαt
∣∣∣∣∣
2
.
(11)
It is a non-local quantity in space and also in time. This
autocorrelation function has been broadly studied since
the beginnings of quantum mechanics [62–78] and is now
analyzed experimentally as well [79]. It can be written
in an integral form as
PS(t) =
∣∣∣∣
∫
ρ0(E)e
−iEtdt
∣∣∣∣
2
, (12)
where
ρ0(E) =
∑
α
∣∣c0α∣∣2 δ(E − Eα) (13)
is the energy distribution of the initial state. The square
of the width of ρ0(E),
Γ2 =
∑
n6=0
|〈n|H |Ψ(0)〉|2, (14)
depends on the number of states |n〉 directly coupled to
the initial state, which is ∝ L for our spin model. In
Eq. (14), “n 6= 0” indicates that the sum is over all eigen-
states of Hh, except for the initial state.
According to Eq. (11), at times beyond the saturation
of the dynamics, that is for t > tR, the survival proba-
bility for each disorder realization fluctuates around its
infinite-time average,
PS =
∑
α
∣∣c0α∣∣4 , (15)
if the system does not have many degeneracies.
2. Inverse Participation Ratio
The inverse participation ratio quantifies the spread of
the initial state in the many-body Hilbert space defined
by the states |n〉 [80]. It can be written as an out-of-
time order correlator where the operators are projection
operators [81]. It is given by
IPR(t) =
∑
n
∣∣〈n| e−iHt |Ψ(0)〉∣∣4 . (16)
At short times, the evolved state is still very close to
|Ψ(t)〉 and the behavior of IPR(t) is very similar to the
square of the survival probability. This changes as |Ψ(t)〉
spreads over many states |n〉, not only those directly cou-
pled with |Ψ(0)〉.
3. Spin Autocorrelation Function
The spin autocorrelation function measures how close
the spin configuration in the z-direction at a time t is to
the initial spin configuration,
I(t) =
4
L
L∑
k=1
〈Ψ(0)|SzkeiHtSzke−iHt |Ψ(0)〉 . (17)
This quantity is similar to the density imbalance between
even and odd sites measured in experiments with cold
atoms [38].
Using Eq. (17), we can show that at times beyond the
saturation of the dynamics, t > tR, the spin autocorrela-
tion function fluctuates around the value,
I = PS (18)
+
4
L
L∑
k=1
〈Ψ(0)|Szk |Ψ(0)〉
∑
α
∣∣c0α∣∣2∑
n6=0
|cnα|2 〈n|Szk |n〉.
54. Connected Spin-Spin Correlation Function
The connected spin-spin correlation function is given
by
C(t) =
4
L
∑
k
[〈Ψ(t)|SzkSzk+1 |Ψ(t)〉 (19)
− 〈Ψ(t)|Szk |Ψ(t)〉 〈Ψ(t)|Szk+1 |Ψ(t)〉
]
and is measured in experiments with ion traps [39]. The
initial states considered here are non-correlated product
states in the z-direction, so C(0) = 0. As the system
evolves, C(t) quantifies the average growth of correlations
between neighboring sites.
III. SURVIVAL PROBABILITY
In the chaotic regime, the survival probability is not
self-averaging at any time scale [37]. This was shown
analytically by evolving PS(t) with full random matrices.
Based on numerical results for all times and analytical
results for short and long times, we verified that the same
is true also for the disordered chaotic spin model [37]. As
we now show, the survival probability remains non-self-
averaging at all times as the disorder strength increases
and the system approaches localization, but differences
exist. One worth pointing out is that after saturation,
while the relative variance of PS(t) is constant in the
chaotic regime, specifically RPS (t > tR) ∼ 1, it grows
with L in the localized phase.
A. Short Times: t < Γ−1
The expansion for short times gives RPS (t < Γ−1) =
σ2Γ2t
4 +O(t6), where σ2Γ2 =
〈
Γ4
〉− 〈Γ2〉2. This result is
independent of the disorder strength, because according
to Eq. (14), Γ2 depends only on the off-diagonal elements
of H written in the product states, while disorder enters
in the diagonal elements. This implies that the relative
variance of PS increases linearly with system size for any
(reasonable value of the) disorder strength,
RPS (t < Γ−1) ∝ J4t4L . (20)
This is indeed what we see in Fig. 1, where we show the
mean of the survival probability on the left panels and
its relative variance on the right panels for six values of
the disorder strength, from the top to the bottom panel:
h = 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 3 and 6. The value h = 0.75 represents
the chaotic region and it was studied in [37]. For h = 6,
the system is already in the localized phase. There is no
difference in the behavior of RPS (t) at short times for
the different disorder strengths.
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FIG. 1. Left panels: Mean value of the survival probabil-
ity. Right panels: Relative variance of the survival proba-
bility. The values of the disorder strength are indicated on
the panels, they increase from the top to the bottom panel.
The curves correspond to system sizes L = 10 (black), 12
(blue), 14 (green), and 16 (red). The horizontal dashed line in
Fig. 1 (a), (c), and (e) indicates the saturation point,
∑
α
∣
∣c0α
∣
∣4
[Eq. (15)], for L = 16.
B. Long Times: t > tR
To compute the relative variance after saturation,
RPS (t > tR), we need 〈PS(t > tR)〉 and
〈
P 2S(t > tR)
〉
.
At long times, the first term on the right hand side of
the equation
〈PS(t > tR)〉 =
〈∑
α6=β
|c0α|2|c0β |2e−i(Eα−Eβ)t
〉
+
〈∑
α
∣∣c0α∣∣4
〉
cancels out in the absence of many degeneracies, so
〈PS(t > tR)〉 =
〈∑
α
∣∣c0α∣∣4
〉
. (21)
In the equation for〈
P 2S(t > tR)
〉
=〈 ∑
α,β,γ,δ
|c0α|2|c0β |2|c0γ |2|c0δ |2e−i(Eα−Eβ+Eγ−Eδ)t
〉
,
6the terms that do not average out are α = β, γ = δ, α 6= δ,
also α = δ, β = γ, α 6= β, and α = β = γ = δ. Therefore,
〈
P 2S(t > tR)
〉
= 2
〈∑
α6=β
∣∣c0α∣∣4 ∣∣c0β∣∣4
〉
+
〈∑
α
∣∣c0α∣∣8
〉
and
RPS (t > tR) = (22)
2
〈(∑
α
∣∣c0α∣∣4)2
〉
−
〈∑
α
∣∣c0α∣∣4〉2 − 〈∑α ∣∣c0α∣∣8〉〈∑
α |c0α|4
〉2 .
In the chaotic regime, the eigenstates away from the
edges of the spectrum, and thus also our initial states, are
similar to the eigenstates from full random matrices, that
is, they are approximately normalized random vectors.
This means that the coefficients c0α are nearly random
numbers from a Gaussian distribution with the constraint∑
α
∣∣c0α∣∣2 = 1, in other words, ∣∣c0α∣∣2 ∼ 1/D. This implies
that 〈PS(t > tR)〉 ∝ 1/D, as seen in Fig. 1 (a). Due to
the uniformization of the components of the initial state,
RPS (t > tR) ≃ 1, (23)
as seen in Fig. 1 (b). This implies that the long-time
relative variance of the survival probability is indepen-
dent of the system size and this quantity is thus non-self-
averaging.
As the disorder strength increases above 1,
〈PS(t > tR)〉 grows and RPS (t > tR) becomes de-
pendent on the system size, reaching values even larger
than 1, as e.g. for h = 2 in Fig. 1 (h). This is
expected, since by increasing h above 1, the eigenstates
distance themselves from those of full random matrices,
correlations build up between their components, and
thus the fluctuations of PS(t) at long times should
increase. At first sight, these results suggest the onset of
multifractal eigenstates [82–85], meaning that they do
not span homogeneously the entire Hilbert space, but
only a vanishing portion of the the full Hilbert space, so
〈PS(t > tR)〉 ∝ D−γ with 0 < γ < 1. However, multi-
fractality at intermediate disorder strengths, 1 < h < hc,
has been challenged in Ref. [54], where system sizes up
to L = 24 were considered.
In the many-body localized phase, on the other hand,
it has been argued that the eigenstates are indeed multi-
fractal [54, 55]. This should imply 〈PS(t > tR)〉 ∝ D−γ
and the exponential growth ofRPS (t > tR) with L. With
the few numerical points in the insets of Fig. 1 (k) and
Fig. 1 (l), it is not possible to confirm that. In fact,
one cannot even exclude linear scalings with L, that is
〈PS(t > tR)〉 ∝ 1/L and RPS (t > tR) ∝ L. Results bet-
ter aligned with the expectation of multifractality are ob-
tained with the toy model (10), as discussed in Sec. VII.
Independently of the region where multifractality
emerges and on the proper scaling of 〈PS(t > tR)〉 and
RPS (t > tR), it is unquestionable that in the localized
phase, the survival probability after saturation remains
non-self-averaging, but now at an even stronger sense
that in the chaotic regime.
C. Intermediate Times: Γ−1 < t < tR
At intermediate times, Γ−1 < t < tR, one sees that
the oscillations observed in the evolution of 〈PS(t)〉 get
reflected in oscillations for RPS (t) as well. The enve-
lope of the oscillations of 〈PS(t)〉 follow a power-law de-
cay [86, 87]. In the chaotic region, this power-law be-
havior is in part caused by the presence of the edges of
the spectrum [78, 86, 87], where the eigenstates are not
chaotic. Beyond chaos, the power-law decay is caused
by correlations between the components of the eigen-
states [83, 84]. The absence of chaotic states in both sce-
narios is a possible justification for the values of RPS (t)
above 1 seen for times t ∼ 10J−1.
Another interesting feature appears after the power-
law decay of 〈PS(t)〉 and before saturation. When the
eigenvalues have some degree of correlation, be it in the
chaotic regime or in the intermediate region between
chaos and localization, 〈PS(t)〉 shows a dip below the
saturation point
〈
PS
〉
, which is known as correlation
hole [88]. In Figs. 1 (a), (c), and (e), the dip is clearly seen
below the horizontal dashed line that marks
〈
PS
〉
. For
reasons explained in Ref. [89], we call “Thouless time”
[90] the time to reach the minimum of the correlation
hole and denote it by tTh. This is the point where the
dynamics resolve the discreteness of the spectrum and
detect spectral correlations.
The correlation hole becomes less deep [91] and tTh is
postponed to longer times [89] as h increases and the cor-
relations between the eigenvalues die off [cf. Figs. 1 (a),
(c), and (e)]. In the chaotic regime, there is no difference
in the behavior of RPS (t) during or after the correlation
hole [cf. Fig. 1 (a) and Fig. 1 (b)]. During this entire
interval, tTh < t < tR, the dynamics depend only on the
eigenvalues and no longer on the components of the ini-
tial state. However, in the intermediate regime, such as
for h = 1.5, the behavior ofRPS (t) for t ∼ tTh is different
from that for t > tR [cf. Figs. 1 (e) and Figs. 1 (f)]. In
the region of the hole, RPS (t) is pushed to larges values,
while for t > tR, RPS (t) saturates at a lower point. It is
likely that for h ∼ 1.5, the dependence of the dynamics
on the components |c0α|2 of the initial state persists to
later times, including the interval of the correlation hole,
fading away only when saturation is approached.
IV. INVERSE PARTICIPATION RATIO
When the system is chaotic, the inverse participation
ratio exhibits two different behaviors. It is non-self-
averaging at short times, but becomes self-averaging at
long times [37], once the initial state has had time to
spread in the many-body Hilbert space and to visit the
7exponentially large number of many-body states accessi-
ble to its energy. In contrast, as shown below, as we ap-
proach the localized phase, this global quantity becomes
non-self-averaging at all times.
The dependence on the system size of RIPR(t) at long
times clearly distinguishes chaos from localization. In the
ergodic phase, where the eigenstates are close to random
vectors, RIPR(t > tR) ∝ 1/D. Contrary to that, in the
localized phase, RIPR(t > tR) increases as L grows.
A. Short Times: t < Γ−1
At short times, the evolved state |Ψ(t)〉 is not yet very
far from |Ψ(0)〉, so the inverse participation ratio behaves
similarly to the square of the survival probability and
Eq. (20) applies also for RIPR(t < Γ−1). Accordingly,
as shown on the right panels of Fig. 2, RIPR(t) increases
linearly with L independently of the disorder strengths
considered.
B. Long Times: t > tR
To study RIPR(t) at times t > tR, we write the inverse
participation ratio in terms of the energy eigenstates,
IPR(t) =
∑
n
∑
α,β,γ,δ
e−i(Eα−Eβ+Eγ−Eδ)t
× c0αcn∗α cnβc0∗β c0γcn∗γ cnδ c0∗δ , (24)
and use the same reasoning employed in the analysis of
RPS (t > tR). The difference now is that one has an addi-
tional sum over all unperturbed many-body states |n〉. In
the chaotic regime, this significantly reduces the fluctua-
tions and leads to “super” strong self-averaging, that is,
the relative variance of IPR(t) decreases exponentially
with L. As seen in Fig. 2 (b), RIPR(t > tR) ∝ 1/D,
which can be explained analytically using the fact that
the eigenstates are nearly random vectors [92].
The inverse participation ratio does not develop a vis-
ible correlation hole [cf. Fig. 1 (a) and Fig. 2 (a)]. The
hole exists, with its minimum at the same time tTh [37],
but it is minor and the ratio between the minimum value
of IPR(t) and it saturation value goes to 1 exponentially
fast as L increases. In spite of that, the behavior of
RIPR(t) before and after the hole is clearly different in
the chaotic region.
The picture above changes as h increases above 0.75
and the minimum of the correlation hole moves to longer
times [89, 91]. The crossings between the curves for
RIPR(t) happen now at ever longer times [cf. Fig. 2 (b),
(d), and (f)]. The instant where the spectral correla-
tions get dynamically detected marks the time beyond
which IPR(t) becomes self-averaging. This point disap-
pears once the correlations are destroyed. For disorder
strengths h > 1.5, the curves for the system sizes con-
sidered here no longer cross and the inverse participation
ratio becomes non-self-averaging at all times.
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FIG. 2. Left panels: Mean value of the inverse participation
ratio. Right panels: Relative variance of the inverse partici-
pation ratio. The values of the disorder strength are indicated
on the left panels, they increase from the top to the bottom
panel. The curves correspond to system sizes L = 10 (black),
12 (blue), 14 (green), and 16 (red).
Using the same arguments of multifractality in the
many-body localized phase discussed in Sec. III B, we
find that IPR(t > tR) ∝ e−γL and RIPR(t > tR) ∝ eγL,
as explained in Sec. VII. In fact, according to the toy
model (10), both RPS (t) andRIPR(t) grow exponentially
with L at all times.
In the next two sections, we contrast the self-averaging
properties of the non-local quantities described in Sec. III
and Sec. IV with those for the local quantities.
V. SPIN AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION
The self-averaging behavior of the spin autocorrelation
function with respect to time is just the opposite from the
inverse participation ratio. I(t) is self-averaging at short
times for any value of the disorder strength, while at
long times, whether self-averaging holds or not depends
on the disorder strength. In the chaotic regime, just
as the survival probability and contrary to the inverse
participation ratio, the spin autocorrelation function is
non-self-averaging for t > tTh. As the disorder strength
8increases, the non-self-averaging region is pushed to ever
longer times, until the system reaches the localized phase,
where I(t) becomes self-averaging at all times.
A. Short Times: t < Γ−1
Quantities that are local in space and involve spatial
averages, such as the spin autocorrelation function, are
self-averaging at short times for any value of the disor-
der strength, which can be understood as follows. For
t < Γ−1, the excitations only have time to hop to few
neighboring sites, even if the system is deep in the chaotic
phase. As a result, due to the spatial average, which
corresponds to the sum over k in Eq. (17), the relative
variance decreases with system size. This can be seen by
expanding the relative variance of the spin autocorrela-
tion function for short times [37], which gives
RI(t) =
16σ2Γ2t
4
L2
+O(t6) ∝ J
4t4
L
, (25)
where 1/L appears explicitly. Since σΓ2 does not de-
pend on h, the above result is independent of the dis-
order strength. This statement is confirmed by the
right column of Fig. 3, where the short-time behavior of
RI(t < Γ−1) is very similar from Fig. 3 (b) to Fig. 3 (l).
B. Long Times: t > tR
As seen in Fig. 3 (b), the curves forRI(t) in the chaotic
regime cross in the region of the correlation hole. Simi-
larly to the survival probability, the spin autocorrelation
function is not self-averaging at long times. PS(t) and
I(t) are both autocorrelation functions, which may ex-
plain some of their common features. The two quanti-
ties develop a visible correlation hole, as seen for I(t) in
Figs. 3 (a), (c), and (e). We note, however, that con-
trary to PS(t), our numerical studies (not shown) indi-
cate that the correlation hole for I(t) shrinks for L > 16.
It is an open question whether the onset of a visible cor-
relation hole has any direct connection with the lack of
self-averaging at long times in the chaotic regime.
As h increases above 0.75 and the correlation hole gets
postponed, one should expect the crossings between the
curves of RI(t) to happen later in time, analogously to
what one sees for the inverse participation ratio. This is
indeed the case, but for the spin autocorrelation function
it only becomes evident for h > 1.5. Despite the shift of
the correlation hole to longer times in Figs. 3 (a) and
(c), the crossing of the curves of RI(t) in Figs. 3 (b) and
(d) happens at similar times. It is only for h > 1.5 that
we finally see a clear shift in the crossing points of RI(t)
to later times. It may be that the spin autocorrelation
function is more sensitive to finite size effects.
In the many-body localized phase, h = 6, the spin
autocorrelation function becomes self-averaging also at
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FIG. 3. Left panels: Mean value of the spin autocorrelation
function. Right panels: Relative variance of the spin auto-
correlation function. The values of the disorder are indicated
on the left panels, they increase from the top to the bottom
panel. The curves correspond to system sizes L = 10 (black),
12 (blue), 14 (green), and 16 (red). The horizontal dashed
line in Fig. 3 (a), (c), and (e) marks the saturation value of
the spin autocorrelation function [Eq. (18)] for L = 16.
long times, as seen in Fig. 3 (l). This reflects the local-
ity of the observable. For h > hc, the initial spin con-
figuration cannot change much in time, as clearly seen
in Fig. 3 (k). In contrast to the cases with h < hc,
〈I(t > tR)〉 in Fig. 3 (k) no longer depends on the system
size and saturates at a finite value that does not decrease
with L. This behavior contrasts also with that for the
non-local quantities, where even in the localized phase,
one sees that 〈PS(t > tR)〉 and 〈IPR(t > tR)〉 depend on
L [Fig. 1 (k) and Fig. 2 (k)]. The fact that the values of
I(t > tR) do not depend on L explain why, as the system
size increases, the variance σ2I (t) can still decrease with
L, resulting in the self-averaging behavior of I(t).
A more quantitative analysis of the self-averaging be-
havior of the spin autocorrelation function at all times in
the many-body localized phase is provided in Sec. VII.
9VI. CONNECTED SPIN-SPIN CORRELATION
FUNCTION
The connected spin-spin correlation function combines
all the good properties for self-averaging found in the
previous quantities. It is local in space, as the spin auto-
correlation function, so it is self-averaging at short times
for any disorder strength. It is not an autocorrelation
function and does not develop a correlation hole, which
may explain why it is self-averaging also at long times
for any value of h. This quantity is thus self-averaging
at any time scale and for any disorder strength, which is
the perfect picture for an experimental quantity.
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FIG. 4. Left panels: Mean value of the connected spin-spin
correlation function. Right panels: Relative variance of the
connected spin-spin correlation function. The values of the
disorder are indicated on the left panels, they increase from
the top to the bottom panel. The curves correspond to system
sizes L = 10 (black), 12 (blue), 14 (green), and 16 (red).
In Fig. 4, we show the absolute value of the mean of
C(t) on the left columns and the relative variance of C(t)
on the right columns, confirming its self-averaging behav-
ior for all h’s and all times. But as seen in the panels,
the values of RC(t) depend on the time scale and on the
disorder strength.
The relative variance of C(t) has a non-monotonic be-
havior in time in the chaotic and intermediate regimes,
showing a dip at t ∼ 1 and a bump at t ∼ tTh. This
reflects the behavior of the mean of the spin-spin corre-
lation function, which is very fast for t < Γ−1, but then
slows down up to tTh. The slow dynamics in the inter-
val [Γ−1, tTh] is observed for all four quantities. This is
the time of the power-law decay of the survival probabil-
ity [see Fig. 4 (a), (c), (e)]. The interval gets elongated
as the disorder strength increases and RC(t) thus takes
longer to saturate [cf. Figs. 4 (b), (d), (f), (h), (j)].
The non-monotonic behavior of RC(t) disappears in
the localized phase [Fig. 4 (l)], where the initial fast evo-
lution of |〈C(t)〉| is simply followed by the saturation of
the dynamics [Fig. 4 (k)]. In this phase, similarly to
what was seen for the spin autocorrelation function in
Fig. 3 (k), and contrary to the behavior of the global
quantities, the values of C(t) are independent on the sys-
tem size.
At equilibrium, the scaling of RC(t > tR) with system
size makes evident the difference between the chaotic and
the many-body localized phase. In the chaotic regime,
the relative fluctuations of the spin-spin correlation de-
crease exponentially with system size, RC(t > tR) ∝
1/D, while in the localized phase, it decreases linearly
with L, as justified with the ℓ-bits model in the next
section.
VII. LOCALIZED PHASE
This section is dedicated to the limit of strong disorder,
h = 6, which is already deep in the localized phase. With
the noninteracting model (∆ = 0) from Eq. (4), the ℓ-bits
Hamiltonian in Eq. (9), and the toy model in Eq. (10),
we can inspect large systems size and asymptotically long
times. Notice that the plots in this section are semi-log,
while the plots in previous sections were log-log.
A. Global Quantities
We start by discussing the global quantities. We per-
form the scaling analysis of the survival probability using
the noninteracting model in Eq. (4) with ∆ = 0 and ex-
plain the results with the toy model in Eq. (10).
1. Survival Probability
To try to understand the dependence of 〈PS(t)〉 and
RPS (t) on system size L, we consider the noninteracting
limit, ∆ = 0, of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4). Figures 5 (a)
and (b) display −L−1 ln〈PS(t)〉 and L−1 ln(RPS (t) + 1)
for h = 6, ∆ = 0, and large system sizes. The plots show
that the survival probability is exponentially suppressed
in system size, PS(t) ∝ e−γL, while RPS (t) increases ex-
ponentially fast with system size, RPS (t) ∝ eγL. The
exponential decay of the survival probability with sys-
tem size after equilibration implies that
∑ |c0α|4 ∝ D−γ
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with 0 < γ < 1, which agrees with the picture of fractal
eigenstates in the many-body localized phase [54].
The equivalent plots in Figs. 5 (c) and (d) are obtained
with the numerical data from Fig. 1 (k)-(l) for the in-
teracting Hamiltonian of Eq. (4). The top and bottom
panels of Fig. 5 are very similar indicating that the limit
∆ = 0 and the scaling analysis obtained with it describe
well the behavior of the survival probability and its fluc-
tuations in the many-body localized phase.
We verified that if we consider −〈lnPS(t)〉 in-
stead of − ln〈PS(t)〉, we recover self-averaging, that is
R− lnPS (t) ∝ L−1 (not shown). This comes from the
fact that logarithms cut the tails of distributions, thus
favoring self-averaging. A somewhat similar discussion
appears in Ref. [37] when comparing the self-averaging
behavior of IPR(t) and of the second-order Re´nyi entropy
− ln[IPR(t)].
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FIG. 5. Rescaled survival probability −L−1 ln〈PS〉 in (a) and
(c) and its rescaled relative variance −L−1 ln(〈PS〉+1) in (b)
and (d) for the noninteracting model (∆ = 0) of Eq. (4) in
(a) and (b) and for the interacting case (∆ = 1) in (c) and
(d). The system sizes are indicated.
To provide an explanation of the behavior of the sur-
vival probability and its fluctuations we employ the toy
model in Eq. (10). In this case, it is straightforward to
compute the survival probability
PS(t) =
L∏
k
fk(t), (26)
with
fk(t) = cos
4(φk/2) + sin
4(φk/2)+
2 cos2(φk/2) sin
2(φk/2) cos [(ǫ
(k)
+ − ǫ(k)− )t], (27)
where sin2 φk = 1/
√
1 + h2k and ǫ
(k)
± = ±
√
1 + h2k. For
a fixed time t > 0, the functions {fk(t)} are positive
independently and identically distributed random vari-
ables with mean value 〈fk(t)〉 ∼ e−γ(t) and second mo-
ment 〈f2k (t)〉 ∼ e−γ1(t), where γ(t), γ1(t) > 0. Thus,
〈PS(t)〉 =
∏L〈fk(t)〉 = e−γ(t)L is exponentially sup-
pressed in system size. Instead, for the relative fluctu-
ation we have
RPS (t) =
〈P 2S(t)〉
〈PS(t)〉2−1 =
( 〈f2k (t)〉
〈fk(t)〉2
)L
−1 ∼ e(2γ(t)−γ1(t))L.
(28)
Since 2γ(t) − γ1(t) > 0, we have that PS(t) is not self-
averaging and RPS increases exponentially fast with L.
By considering− lnPS(t) = −
∑
k ln fk(t) and that the
variance of the sum of independent random variables is
the sum of the variances of the random variables, we
obtain that σ2
− lnPS(t)
= Lσ2
− ln f(t). This leads to the
relative variance
R− lnPS (t) =
Lσ2− ln f(t)
L2〈− ln f(t)〉2 ∝ L
−1, (29)
which explains why −〈lnPS(t)〉 is self-averaging, as men-
tioned above.
The fractal dimension associated with the scaling anal-
ysis of
∑ |c0α|4 is usually denoted by D˜2. If it is computed
using − ln〈PS(t > tR)〉 vs lnD, the result in Eq. (28)
above implies that D˜2 is non-self-averaging, but if we use
−〈lnPS(t > tR)〉 vs lnD then the fractal dimension is
self-averaging.
2. Inverse Participation Ratio
Using the toy model (10) for the inverse participation
ratio in the many-body localized phase, we get that
IPR(t) =
L∏
k
gk(t), (30)
where gk(t) = | cos2(φk/2)e−iǫ
(k)
+ + sin2(φk/2)e
−iǫ
(k)
− |4 +
|2(cosφk/2) sin(φk/2) sin(ǫ(k)+ t)|4. Using arguments sim-
ilar to those in the discussion above for the survival
probability, it is thus clear that 〈IPR(t)〉 ∝ e−a(t)L and
RIPR(t) ∝ ea1(t)L, with a(t), a1(t) ≥ 0.
B. Local Quantities
We now study the local quantities using the effective
Hamiltonian (9) for the ℓ-bits model.
1. Spin Autcorrelation Function
Figure 6 (a) shows 〈I(t)〉 obtained with Heff (9) for
weak interaction, ∆ = 0.1. After a short and quick
dynamics, some memory of the initial state is retained
and 〈I(t)〉 saturates to an L-independent positive value.
This behavior is analogous to what we have for H (4) in
Fig. 3 (k), although there, the saturation point is slightly
larger.
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FIG. 6. Left panels: Mean value of the spin autocorrelation
function. Right panels: Relative variance of the spin auto-
correlation function. In both panels, the dynamics was com-
puted using the effective ℓ-bits Hamiltonian Heff in Eq. (9)
with h = 6 and ∆ = 0.1 for system sizes L = 48, 96, 192. The
dashed-line represents the noninteracting model (∆ = 0) for
L = 48.
The relative variance RI(t) rescaled with L is shown
in Fig. 6 (b) making it evident that RI(t) ∝ L−1. The ℓ-
bits model confirms that the spin autcorrelation function
is self-averaging at any time in the many-body localized
phase, as suggested by the numerical results for H (4)
displayed in Fig. 3 (l).
Both panels in Fig. 6 include also the curve for the non-
interacting model (∆ = 0). The same scaling, RI(t) ∝
L−1, holds also for this case. The role of the interac-
tion in the ℓ-bits model is to enhance the self-averaging
behavior of I(t) by reducing in time the value of the rela-
tive variance RI(t) after the interval of oscillations. This
contrasts with the noninteracting case, where RI(t) after
the oscillations is constant and in fact, more similar to
what we see for the available system sizes in Fig. 3 (l).
Since the same scaling for RI(t) holds for the ℓ-bits
and the noninteracting Hamiltonian, we consider the toy
model in Eq. (10) to present an analytical argument sup-
porting the self-averaging property of I(t). One can show
that
I(t) =
1
L
∑
k
{cos2 φk + sin2 φk cos[(ǫ+ − ǫ−)t]}, (31)
where sin2 φk = 1/
√
1 + h2k and ǫ± = ±
√
1 + h2k. The
spin autocorrelation function is then a sum of indepen-
dent identically distributed random variables. Apply-
ing the additivity property of the variance, we arrive at
RI(t) ∝ L−1.
2. Connected Spin-Spin Correlation Function
Similar conclusions can be drawn for the connected
spin-spin correlation function C(t). Figures 7 (a) and (b)
show |〈C(t)〉| and its relative varianceRC(t) for the ℓ-bits
model. The corresponding results for the noninteracting
limit are exhibited with dashed-lines and are similar to
those seen in Figs. 4 (k) and (l). As in the case of the
spin autocorrelation function, we find that RC(t) ∝ L−1
meaning that 〈C(t)〉 is self-averaging.
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FIG. 7. Left panels: Mean value of the connected spin-spin
correlation function. Right panels: Relative variance of the
connected spin autocorrelation function. In both panels, the
dynamics was computed using the effective ℓ-bits Hamiltonian
Heff in Eq. (9) with h = 6 and ∆ = 0.1 for system sizes L = 12,
24, 48. The dashed-line represents the noninteracting model
(∆ = 0) for L = 12.
The reason why self-averaging holds for I(t) and C(t)
is rooted in the fact that both quantities are sums of ex-
pectation values of local observables. At strong disorder,
the system can be thought, as a first approximation, as a
union of disconnected and independent small chains and
we can thus apply the central limit theorem to under-
stand the behavior of the relative variances with L.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the analysis of the one-dimensional spin-1/2
Heisenberg model with onsite disorder, this work shows
that the self-averaging behavior of many-body quantum
systems out of equilibrium is rather non-trivial. It de-
pends on the quantity, time scale, and disorder strength.
With the use of the ℓ-bits model and a toy model, we
are able to explain analytically how the mean value and
the relative variances of the two non-local and the two
local quantities studied here scale with system size in the
many-body localized phase. The general picture that we
draw from our results is the following.
(i) The survival probability, which is non-local in real
space and non-local in time, is non-self-averaging at any
time scale and for any disorder strength. The behavior
is particularly serious in the many-body localized phase,
where our analytical results show that the relative vari-
ance grows exponentially with system size. These re-
sults are worrisome, since PS(t) is extensively considered
in studies of non-equilibrium quantum dynamics and in
fundamental questions of quantum mechanics.
(ii) The connected spin-spin correlation function mea-
sured in experiments with ion traps, which is local in
space and in time, is self-averaging at all times and for
any disorder strength. In the chaotic region, the rel-
ative variance decreases exponentially with system size
at long times, while in the many-body localized phase,
RC(t) ∝ L−1.
(iii) In between the two above quantities of opposing
features, we find the inverse participation ratio, which
is non-local in space and local in time, and the spin au-
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tocorrelation function, which is local in space and non-
local in time. They show complementary behaviors. In
the chaotic regime, IPR(t) is non-self-averaging at short
times, but self-averaging at long times, while for I(t),
we have just the contrary. As the disorder strength in-
creases, the crossing point between one behavior and the
other gets delayed to longer times. Once localization is
reached, the inverse participation ratio, just as the sur-
vival probability, becomes non-self-averaging at any time
scale with a relative variance that grows exponentially
with system size, while the spin autocorrelation function,
just as the connected spin-spin correlation function, be-
comes self-averaging at all times with RI(t) ∝ L−1.
(iv) The dependence on the system size of the relative
variances of the observables at long times, t > tR, makes
a clear distinction between the ergodic and the localized
phase. The table below summarizes the differences.
chaotic phase localized phase
RPS (t > tR) ∼ 1 e
γL
RIPR(t > tR) e
−γL eγL
RI(t > tR) grows with L 1/L
RC(t > tR) e
−γL 1/L
Contrary to ergodicity and thermalization, self-
averaging in many-body quantum systems out of equilib-
rium has received very little attention. There are several
new questions that can be addressed, from extensions to
other isolated time-independent Hamiltonians to time-
dependent Hamiltonians and open systems.
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